Substance: Pink and Purple, Stone, and
Flowers

Substance Sub-Themes
Pink and Purple

About Order, Structure and Stone
A few of the miscellaneous themes found within the
Feminine and Flowers
proving can be traced back to the substance itself.
Lepidolite is an iridescent purple colored mineral. People
Related RUBRICS
had dreams with pink and purple in them. They also had
dreams with a sense of order or structure to them (the mineral). Interestingly there was also a theme of
flowers and feminine type garments. This seems to be a combination of the “playfulness” with the “mother
imagery.”

Pink and Purple
(dream) We see some mobiles that an old friend of both of ours made. They are lovely. I think I will
get one. It is made of pink and purple papers, bits and pieces in a frame- like a hanging picture
mobile….(08)
(dream)...She is dressed in a short-sleeved lilac colored dress.. (08)
A distinct image of iridescent lavender colored mineral entered my mind upon awakening. (13)
(dream) ..with the most amazing purple, white, and blue Hyacinths… (13)
I see an eye, looking upward, like a pink color around,... Pink, like a pink elephant, movement, like
clouds moving into each other. (21)
I see your aura, whiteness, pink, a dark pink, like a violet color. Violet in color. (21)

About Order, Structure and Stone
I keep a very equal mind even though I have bad news about a sick friend. (02)
(dream)...the house that I am in is made of stone.... I get up and I step onto the ice cold floor. (13)
(dream) … I am struck by the order and structure of the baseball field… (13)

Feminine and Flowers
(dream) One friend starts dressing up decorating herself with flowers, leaves and other things she
finds in the garden. She looks amazing... (04)
(dream) .. She was so stressed it was dripping on her forehead. It was bubble gum fruity smelling
perfume. (07)
(dream) ...Later I see him in drag heading into the city. He is wearing light blue flowered clothes- a
light shawl over his head and a delicate shift with medium heels. He is a beautiful thin woman….
(08)
(dream) ...I fashion a skirt from curtains. It turns out to be a beautiful dress- of a petticoat and
translucent colorful over skirt- billowing gathered at the waist… (08)
(dream) I see my flower bed. There are nasturtium-like orange flowers. There are many flowers
but their stems are short and weak. I understand that the soil is too poor. (09)
(dream) I'm in bed with another woman . To my surprise I notice that she has a penis. It's quite a
feminine penis, not too big and hard. It's just the right size of a penis for that lady…(09)

Related Rubrics
DREAMS - FLOWERS

4, 9, 13

DREAMS - GARDENS

4, 8, 9

MIND - COLORS - pink, purple
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8, 9, 13, 21

